Abstract

Cloud computing is an emerging trend of IT delivery in which application data and IT resources are rapidly and elastically provisioned and provided as standardized subscription to users over the internet in a flexible pricing model and effort by interacting with the service provider. Security of cloud computing is a major factor in the cloud computing platform, as users often store sensitive information and critical application with cloud service providers but these providers may be not trusted. Moreover, the interoperability among the endowment and the flexibility of services from one provider to another is very crucial for the customer to maximize the expected from the cloud. Dealing with the solo cloud providers is predicted to become less popular with customers due to risks of service availability failure, the possibility of malicious user can penetrate the cloud by impersonating a legitimate user, there by infecting the entire cloud thus
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affecting many user and user gets stick on to the single cloud(vendor lock-in) and has to get all the services from this infected single cloud. A shift towards multi-clouds assists the user to utilize services from multiple cloud service providers in case of failure from single cloud. The efficient dynamic collaboration of multiple clouds provide several potential benefits, such as high availability, scalability, fault tolerance and reduced infrastructural cost.
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